
Game Components:

∙ Rule book

∙  Two teams of 4 playing pieces per unit (one 
Hero [the leader of the team], one Close-Range 
Weapon Bearer, one Staff Weapon Fighter and 
one Long-Range Weapon Bearer)

∙  Six special six-sided battle dice (BD) with 
symbols (3 x sword, 2 x shield, 1 x joker/blank)

∙  Two six-sided dice (d6)

∙  Three large, tall modules – consisting of a room 
with three openings and a U-shaped corridor

∙  Four square modules – consisting of a room 
with two openings and an L-shaped corridor

∙  Seven sets of steps

∙  Ten walls

∙  One firewall

∙  Ten doors

∙  Eleven pieces of furniture

∙  32 “Magic Utensils” cards

∙  One sheet of “Magic Utensils” markers
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large module that was last placed down. 
And again, it must adjoin it by at least 
one square. A newly placed module may 
also be adjacent to previously placed 
modules.

Each player now takes five pieces of 
furniture and positions them on the 
modules he/she has placed. In this 
case, a maximum of only two pieces of 
furniture may be placed in each room and 
each corridor; a maximum of three on the 
whole module. NO piece of furniture may 
be positioned in the starting rooms (but 
two pieces of furniture may be placed in 
the starting modules’ corridors).

One of the three large, tall modules 
serves as the central “Artefact Room”. 
A piece of furniture is positioned in this 
module’s space, under which a marker 
is laid.

Each player now positions one of the 
square modules so that it adjoins the 
Artefact Room by at least one square.
Now each player puts one of the two 
remaining high modules alongside the 
square module that was just placed. 
Again, it must be adjacent by at least 
one square. Finally, the two players place 
their respective starting room (the two 
remaining square modules) alongside the 

Choosing a Team, 
Distributing 
Accessories:
Players now choose the team they want 
to compete with and position the figures 
in their starting room.

Each team now receives three sets of 
steps and three walls, as well as three 
BD and one d6.

With the help of one d6 (the higher throw 
wins), the players now determine who 
goes first.

Gameplay: 
 

Ziterion’s Magical Tournament is played 
over several rounds.
In every round, each player takes their 
turn and can move his/her miniature 
(and thereby potentially open/close 
doors, demolish walls or nudge opposing 
figures), carry out actions (place steps 
or walls or search for utensils), as well 
as hold battles with fellow players’ 
miniatures.

Because of the walls, there are “half” 
squares on the modules, which are 
reserved exclusively for furniture. Figures 
may not enter these squares.

A “Magic Utensil” marker is placed under 
each piece of furniture.

Then the players decide together in 
which room openings to place doors  
and a maximum of four of the walls.  
Openings that are not adjoining  
another module are generally  
considered closed.

Constructing the 
Tournament Arena:

In the illustrations in the instructions, 
the Rats are coloured “blue”, and the 
Dwarfs are “red”.

Differences 
Between the 
Team Members:

The Hero/Leader is 
equipped with a close-
range weapon and may be 
both attacked and defended 

with three BD. In contrast to the other 
miniatures in his unit, the Leader is only 
eliminated from the game after the third 
hit. His weapon has a short range, so 
he can reach horizontally and vertically 
adjacent squares with it.

The Close-Range Weapon 
Bearer darf mit drei KW 
angreifen und sich mit zwei 
KW verteidigen.

Die Waffe hat ebenso eine kurze 
Reichweite, der Nahkampfwaffenträger 
kann also die waagerecht und senkrecht 
angrenzenden Felder mit seiner Waffe 
erreichen, genau wie der Anführer.

The Staff Weapon Bearer 
may attack with two BD. In 
contrast to the Close-Range 
Weapon Bearer, he can also 

attack and defend himself diagonally and 
even across levels.

The Long-Range  
Weapon Bearer  
may be both attacked and 
defended with two BD. 

Directly adjacent squares are excluded. 
Exception: the neighbouring square is on 
a different level! He defends himself with 
two BD – even in close combat!
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